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Making Waves
An informative newsletter with the latest in upcoming events, announcements and helpful information
to make your stay more comfortable.
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Director’s Corner
Shipmates,
With our current situation, I understand the difficulty of taking time to go and physically see someone you
care about. As we all know and experienced, there are numerous restrictions in place to keep us not only safe
but hopefully help eradicate the COVID-19 virus. We all have to do our part!
Now the next best thing … our cell phones! You would be amazed at what a phone call or video chat would
do. A simple hello can make the world of difference in a person’s life! So take the time, make the call, and
stay in touch with those you care about.
As always, stay safe!
The Director

Bottom Line: Up Front

Sailor to Sailor—January 2021, The Official Newsletter of MyNavy HR
Each December, the coming of a new year brings with it the promise of new and better things to come. There’s no doubt
that many won’t lament the end of 2020. The challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic made it a tough year throughout
the Navy. The hope is that 2021 will be better, though what the “new normal” will look like is still evolving alongside
MyNavy HR’s already massive transformation in the works. Throughout its necessary COVID-19 pandemic response,
MyNavy HR did not lose sight of its bigger picture of taking care of Sailors and improving its delivery of pay and
personnel functions while also fueling the ongoing revolution in training in cooperation with the Fleet. We’ve put
together a list of what’s coming in 2021 for Sailors to keep on their radar. Also, we’ll give a peek at what’s planned this
year “behind the scenes” that will make 2022 even better.
Uniforms
As the seabag settles out this year, there are a few dates in 2021 you need to note: The mandatory possession date for
the new Cold Weather Parka, as announced in NAVADMIN 282/19, is April 30, 2021. This new parka replaces the
single breasted All-Weather Coat, which will be phased out on the same day. That’s a change from the previous
terminal wear date for the All Weather Coat of Oct. 1, 2020, which was extended to April 30, 2021, after Fleet input
requested aligning the two dates. The mandatory wear and possession date for the Navy Fitness Suit is September 30,
2021. This was also announced in NAVADMIN 282/19 to ensure Sailors had ample time to purchase the fitness suit.
Finally, Oct. 31, 2021, is also the mandatory wear and possession date for the new E-6 and below male and female
Service Dress White uniform that sports the new blue piping. On that date, the old-style dress white Service Dress
White (crackerjacks) uniform will no longer be authorized for wear.
Physical Fitness Assessment
For 2021, the Navy will ease back into fitness testing with a continued eye on limiting Sailor exposure to COVID-19
while still meeting Department of Defense testing requirements. We have announced plans for a single, six-month
physical fitness assessment cycle during the calendar year 2021. This was done so testing could be conducted outdoors
during warmer months and reduce the risk of COVID exposure. If COVID rates in January/February do not support
safely conducting in March, the dates may be moved later in the year but the intent remains to conduct a fitness cycle in
2021. Also, the 2021 single cycle will be the debut of a new and reworked Physical Readiness Test with the forearm
plank replacing the curl-up in the exercise line-up and the 2,000-meter row debuting as a new optional cardio event.
Where conditions permit testing, all Sailors must participate in the single 2021 cycle. This means exemptions for
scoring excellent or above from the previously conducted cycle will not apply. The Navy’s Physical Readiness
Information Management System (PRIMS) will be migrated from the stand-alone website to being part of MyNavy
Portal in early 2021. The user experience will be the same, as data will migrate to the Navy’s new personnel databases,
but it is part of a larger effort to consolidate all Navy personnel data in a single one-stop-shop. A new capability of
PRIMS will be the ability to notify Sailors of fitness related action items such as filling out an electronic Physical
Activity Risk Factor Questionnaire.
Continued on Page 2
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Community Corner
Continued From Page 1
Ready, Relevant Learning
The Navy’s rate-training overhaul, a cooperative effort between MyNavy HR and Fleet Forces Command known as
Ready, Relevant Learning (RRL), will gain steam in 2021. 47 ratings have implemented Block Learning and 7 ratings
have bypassed it and moved directly to Modernized Delivery. Those ratings are LS, LSS, APACT, ABE, ABF, ABH
and EM. As we roll into 2021, 4 ratings are scheduled to start training Sailors through a modernized curriculum this
year: YN, YN(S), AZ and PS. Moving beyond apprentice level training, 5 ratings (OS, AZ, PS, LS(S) and LS) have
started requirements development efforts for journeyman and master-level learning continuums with an expected 10
more ratings to start this year. Meanwhile, behind the scenes, work continues to build a learning management system to
serve up the new course content. This content will be available not only in classrooms but also on ships and at Fleet
commands. In the future, the goal is to allow access to Sailors’ mobile devices. This ‘training on-demand’ capability
will start becoming available to schoolhouses in 2021.
2021: Pay Systems Continue to Modernize It’s no secret, many Sailors feel that the Navy’s pay and personnel systems
are outdated. But the Navy has been aggressively working to modernize and is now just a couple years away from the
finish line.
Multiple efforts are being developed in parallel and the combined delivery of these enhancements will provide Sailors
with powerful tools to maintain their records, manage their careers and keep a close pulse on their pay. The end result
will be user-friendly services similar to what the banks provide. This means that much of what requires clunky common
access card access today will become accessible on Sailors’ own computers and smart devices in the not-to-distant
future. This is a monumental transition that has been in the works for over five years. This effort is taking large steps
forward in calendar year 2021, though much of it will be behind the scenes. Below is an overview of what is to come.
NP2
While Sailors have been used to getting paid by the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS), the Navy will
soon own and manage its own system. This means the Navy will have more control over the overall system, making it
much easier to directly link personnel actions like promotion to pay. The system, aptly named Navy Personnel and Pay
(NP2), will house both Active and Reserve Sailors under one roof for the first time. This means it will be seamless for
Reserve Sailors to get paid when they come on active duty. The system will undergo final development and testing in
2021 to get it ready for official launch in 2022. Sailors won’t notice a big change when they get paid on the 1st and 15th
but it should reduce the number of pay errors and take less time to address these errors when they happen.
Authoritative Data Environment
Another enhancement coming is how Sailors’ data is stored and used by the various pay and personnel systems. Efforts
have been underway to bridge data from different systems into a single place. It is being called an Authoritative Data
Environment (ADE) and will fundamentally improve records management. Sailors’ data will become more accessible
to them as well as the Navy. All qualifications, skills, course completions, fitness test scores and more will be in a type
of data cloud. This will enable detailers and other key HR stakeholders to gain a complete sight picture of a Sailor’s
career and more effectively detail that Sailor, revolutionizing the Detailing Marketplace and MyNavy Assignment. It
will also make it easier to immediately identify incentives, such as advancements and bonuses a Sailor could qualify for.
MyNavy Portal is already online and continues to be a one-stop shop for Sailors to access records and other key systems
such as e-learning and e-leave, either from a Navy computer or a mobile app. Right now, the single site acts as the store
front for what was initially more than 34 separate databases around the Navy. MyNavy Portal will continue to be the
entry point for Sailors but much work is underway to leverage the ADE to make sure the databases are consolidated.
MyNavy Career Center
MyNavy Career Center will continue transforming in 2021 to better serve Sailors 24/7. MNCC has already immensely
improved the response rate for addressing Sailor issues by offering an always-available avenue to report concerns and
get answers. More work is now underway to finalize the consolidation of the backend processing that goes into things
like PCSing and updating Page 13s. The old system—driven by Personnel Support Activities and Personnel Support
Detachments (PSDs) at each base—is being phased out. Transaction Service Centers and 12 Regional Service Centers,
known as TSCs and RSCs respectively, are set to replace the PSDs, shifting to a more centralized way of doing
business. The three TSCs are already up and running in Memphis, Norfolk and Great Lakes. By the end of 2021, three
of the regional centers will be online. By the end of calendar year 2023, the Navy will have a total of 12 RSCs, eight in
the continental United States and four located abroad. Also, the Navy is bringing online a new software suite that will
increase the speed, reliability and efficiency of personnel transactions as they move from their command, through the
system and into their records.
Continued on Page 4
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Resident life
American Heart Month

Note from National Day Calendar: https://nationaldaycalendar.com/american-heart-month-february/
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American Heart Month isn’t just for lovers. February also reminds us to take care of our heart and consider our risk
factors.
Believe it or not, heart disease can happen at any age. Some risk factors for heart disease and stroke are preventable.
American Heart Month teaches us the ways we can help reduce our risks while eliminating those we have control over.
So, if you want to stay on top of your health and try to avoid the risk of heart disease, there are a few things you can do.
Don’t smoke, and if you’re already a smoker, do your best to quit. The next step you can take is managing any
conditions you may have such as high blood pressure and cholesterol. Next, make heart healthy diet decisions. Eat
whole foods that are low in trans-fat, saturated fat, sodium, and added sugar. A good rule of thumb is to fill half your
plate with fruits and vegetables. Finally, get moving! Living a sedentary lifestyle will put you at a much greater risk
for heart disease. Try to get in at least 20 minutes of physical activity 4-5 days a week, then build from there!
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Mug Omelet
Courtesy of foofnetwork.com

Total time: 10 minutes
Servings 1

Active: 10 minutes

Ingredients:
Salted butter, for greasing the mug
3 large eggs
2 tablespoons milk
2 tablespoons shredded Monterey Jack cheese
2 tablespoons finely diced ham
1 tablespoons finely diced green bell pepper
Pinch of kosher salt
Pinch of freshly ground black pepper
Directions:
-Grease the inside of a microwave-safe 12-ounce mug
with butter. Add the eggs and milk, then beat with a fork
until well combined.
-Stir in the cheese, ham, bell pepper, salt and pepper.
-microwave on medium-high setting for 1 1/2 minutes,
then stir and microwave until eggs are set, and additional
1 to 1 1/2 minutes.
-Let cool slightly before serving.
-Enjoy!!

Guests must always be escorted, they cannot be left
unattended. In other words, they are in your unit when
you are in your unit. You leave, they leave!
Over Night Guests MUST be at least 16 years of age!

RIDDLE

NO MAIL DELIVERY TO PPV UNITS

You Are Responsible for your Guests!

Courtesy of riddles.com

All personal mail should be sent to parent commands.

A Fox, a Goose and a Bag of Corn

Don’t be afraid to ask for help!
Don’t be afraid to give help!

A man went on a trip with a fox, a goose and a sack of
corn. He came upon a stream which he had to cross and
found a tiny boat to use to cross the stream. He could only
take himself and one other - the fox, the goose, or the corn
- one at a time. He could not leave the fox alone with the
goose or the goose alone with the corn. How does he get
all safely over the stream?

Be thankful for what you have. Appreciate the small
and simple things.
Kyle Carpenter
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Learn more about Daniel Johnston at:
hihowareyou.com
“Our commitment is to address any regular work order
within 24 hours.”
3
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Naval Station Norfolk Worship Schedules
Protestant Worship: Sunday—1030
Catholic Mass: Monday—1130, Tuesday—1130; Sunday—0930, 1st Saturday of the month—0930
Jewish Shabbat Program: Friday—1145
Islamic Prayer: Friday—1300

Continued from page 2
The result is that Sailors and their commands will have more accurate status for where paperwork is in the system and
what if any issues need to be resolved. These new, behind the-scenes tools will open up more opportunities for Sailors to
initiate routine transactions themselves, without having to visit a personnel office. Meanwhile, the ability for Sailors to
get answers to their questions is also becoming more robust in 2021, as MyNavy Career Center is upgrading to an
improved Customer Relationship Management System that will better serve Sailors and family members who call in for
help. A more robust online capability to get answers through web-based content and online chat is being developed as
well. There is a lot to look forward to in 2021 – stay tuned as all these capabilities continue to roll out!

3 Ways to Submit Work Orders
1. Online via: http://ACC.emaint.com/HHR
* You must enter your DOD ID# in the box marked Student ID#
* Enter your Unit# and Bed
2. Call the 24-hour Service Desk at: 757-233-3302 or 757-228-5232 for
Routine or Emergency Work Orders
3. Stop by the 24-hour Service Desk located inside the Iowa Estates lobby
**New Residents**
Please wait until the next business day to log into the eMaint system.
For emergency maintenance requests please call the 24-hour Service Desk.
*The online work request form is only available to leaseholders.*
*Please let us know if you experience any issues with the eMaint system.*

Take the goose over first and come back. Then take the fox over and
bring the goose back. Now take the corn over and come back alone to
get the goose. Take the goose over and the job is done!

Riddle Answer:
4

